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Multimedia
Kiosks & Digital
Billboards

Digital Signage solutions
Corporate TV or Digital Signage systems
can create and manage multimedia
content (images, videos, news, web
content, etc.) and make available the
resources of one or more monitors.

These views can be in the same place
where the software is installed or in
distant locations.
The updating of the contents can be done

remotely, thus allowing an intervention in
percentage or even average of views in a
few seconds and in an effective way.
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Change content with a
single click!
Ads need to be interesting, and what's interesting almost never
stays static for long.
A hotel can suggest sights in the morning and afternoon and
then change to promote a theme party in the evening.
Changing digital content can be done automatically, with a click
on the device's back office, or even remotely, with an application
built into the smartphone or tablet. This eliminates the constant
overhead cost of printing new banners and the daily work of
replacing them.

Display of any size
(1920 x 1080)

Wings & Nomyu Models

Integrated
Sound Columns
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Digital
Billboards

Dissemination
of content in
real time!
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Digital
Signage

Outdoor

Indoor

Objectives
Digital signage | Corporate TV can be used in different places and with
different functionalities, such as outdoor campaigns, information
dissemination, places with a large number of people.
The main objective of digital signage & corporate tv is the dissemination
and presentation of information / content. This tool, used in an appealing
way, has surprising results with the public, as it is an extremely striking
tool.

PlasmV & Stylo Models
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Self-service
kiosks

Automated payments and services
The PARTTEAM & OEMKIOSKS kiosks
offer a multitude of additional options
that aim to improve services and
processes in the hotel sector.

These kiosks were developed to allow the
integration of any type of touch screen,
allowing all customers to choose and
view the hotel occupancy map in an easy
and quick way.

Check-in and check-out of the hotel
without the need for human intervention,
consult tourist routes and make
reservations has never been easier.
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Multimedia kiosks are
imperative in these sectors for:
Promotion of products and interactive multimedia ads;
Information with city maps, tourist attractions, public
transport, contacts;
Interactive experiences for tourists, trips and routes;
Photographic kiosks for printing "experiences";
Purchase of tickets;
Interactive multimedia ads;
Wireless hotspot for hotels;
Check-in and check-out in hotels;
Internet access, voip phone;
Hotel information, services, spas;
Digital cards for video or photo cameras;
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Self-service access
control, check-in
and check-out

Multimedia kiosks are nowadays
indispensable when it comes to, access
control, ordering products, viewing
schedules, general information, Check-in,
voucher discount, loyalty, among others.

They can be used in outdoor environments to
implement self-service banking systems,
video conferences, etc.
They can also be used for check-in and
access control to facilities.

These kiosks are an example of self-service
service and payment kiosks, with integration
of payment systems such as coin acceptors,
card readers (ATM, credit, loyalty, etc.).
Dali & Mindelo Models
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Improve customer’s
experience with
self-service kiosks

The kiosks are especially useful
during peak hours / peaks,
functioning as an alternative to the
queues at the reception, allowing
you to check-in in an autonomous
and efficient way. To register, you
only need to insert your
identification card or passport into
the scanner. These kiosks can be
integrated with touchscreen
displays that offer greater
efficiency in navigation. Consulting

tourist itineraries, checking
availability and room occupancy or
simply making a reservation has
never been easier.
The kiosks can be integrated with
software developed by PARTTEAM
& OEMKIOSKS interconnected with
professional software dedicated to
Hotel Management.

Avila & Nomyu Models
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Automatic
payment
kiosks

Nowadays, multimedia kiosks allow anyone
to purchase tickets (with payments through
note readers, coin purse or payment by ATM
card).
Most people are used to dealing with new
technologies on a daily basis and increasingly
with interactive products, which allow them
to take control of their operations. This kiosk
(in the image above) can be stand-alone or

integrated into a wall, leaving only the front
part visible to customers.
The versatility of these models is also one of
their strengths since several components can
be easily added.

Avila & Dink Models
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Automatic payment
and check-in
Multimedia kiosks allow people to maintain the lifestyle
that is currently provided by information technologies,
that is, the autonomy to perform functions that
previously always required the presence of another
player!

Centralized service
management

Modelo Exoz

Increases service
productivity
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“We just checked
“

in!

Automatic payment and check-in
In the hospitality sector, multimedia
kiosks now play a fundamental role in
situations of research and hotel
reservations, check-in, consultation of
tourist routes, etc.

In the Tourism sector, marketing and
advertising agencies increasingly use
these technological platforms to set their
clients apart from the rest of the
competition. A tour operator will stand
out clearly if performing dynamic and

multimedia advertisements in the most
diverse locations. These are clearly
identified sectors with a high potential to
adopt automatic payment kiosks,
multimedia, digital billboards and
interactive systems!
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CHECK-IN

The customer arrives
at the kiosk and selects the
self-checkin option

PAYMENT
GATEWAY

PMS* WEB

SERVER

CUSTOMER

Self check-in payment process

*PMS - Property Management System

Fill in the details of
the stay and select the
optional (extras)

Confirms data
and options

Make payment using
the methods of
your choice

Receive the receipt
and the code or
key to the room

At the end of
the stay, check-in
at the kiosk

Customer in
formation and
contacts and details
about the stay

Confirmation
of data

Payment
request sent

Receipt printing

Account closed

PMS data

PMS data

All data
received

Account closed
on PMS

Payment
processed and
authorized
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“We're getting the
“

money!

You can use Flycoin to send
money to your family, to your
friends, to ... everyone!

Digital money with Flycoin
With this equipment, your customers can
pay with digital money.
If they have a Paypal account, bitcoins or
other digital electronic money, it will be
easy to make a hassle-free payment.

FLYCOIN is a combination of several
devices in one (kiosk, point of sale) that
can allow you to transact physical money
in digital money (bitcoins, paypal, etc.),
make a payment, or simply send money
(Transferwise, MoneyGram, etc.) from
one safely and effectively.
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QMAGINE Sign Chanel
Software
The QMAGINE Channel offers you an entertainment, connectivity
and communication experience that goes beyond what a normal
internal channel offers. Hotel guests seek to receive information
related to their surroundings in a simple, comfortable and
personalized way.
Digital displays are a unique opportunity for owners of catering
establishments to easily improve their image, promoting more
sophisticated offers and entertaining customers while they wait
to be served.
The QMAGINE Channel works wonders in delivering relevant and
useful information to the host, allowing it to be personalized in
groups or individuals, in a more attractive format through
animated layouts. It also allows the creation of a fully
configurable internal channel so that it can transmit all the
information related to the hotel to all guests.

Meet me at...
Reception!
YuPAD desktop, wall or stand
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Kiosks for
tablets and iPads
This type of kiosks were developed for
exclusive use in the interior and to be
integrated into an ipad or tablet.
It can work as an information point, internet
consultation or for any application that can
be developed for the ipad or tablet.
Easy to transport, the absence of cables
allows greater mobility, being able to change
the location at any time, without difficulties.

Available in any
RAL colors

IPAD / Tablet
(7'', 10'', and others)

Stylow Model
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Quartz
Model
40

Up to

s

Precision

Response

Touches

Ideal for information consultation
This is an excellent model widely used to
serve as an interactive information point.
The Quartz model stands out for its sober
but modern lines.
The versatility of this model is also one of

its strengths since any type of
components are easily added to it.
The Quartz model is a kiosk exclusively
for indoor use and its versatility allows it
to be used in table, counter or wall mode

and the standard version (standing).
1 to 8 physical buttons can also be
added.
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Avila
Model
Welcome customers
by presenting
everything
you have!
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Nomyu Premium Type
Powerful and professional, modern and stylish design!
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Adapts to
any situation
In 2000, PARTTEAM & OEMKIOSKS produced its
first multimedia kiosk.
Since that date, the technology of multimedia
kiosks has developed quite sharply. PARTTEAM &
OEMKIOSKS has also developed, as well as its
products, which has been synonymous with design
and technology "state of the art".
The NOMYU kiosk is the result of years of research
and development, with innovative technical
characteristics and a sophisticated design, which
result in a supreme product.
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Real-time
audience
measurement
Detection:
adult / male
Time of atention:
20’’

Real Catcher
Real Catcher is based on innovative
image analysis techniques using a
standard webcam, IP camera, or special
video analysis systems, such as Kinect or
PrimeSense to perform a facial analysis
of the people watching the content that
pass on the displays. The system
analyzes the flow of images provided by

the camera and allows the effectiveness
of digital advertising to be measured,
counting the number of people passing
by the kiosk, how many people are
actually looking at the display and
providing their time spent, the attention,
demographics and other indicators such
as gender and age group.
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Virtual
Directories

The natural development of communication!
With regard to information and
communication systems, society is using
less traditional information media,
requiring new systems in which
technology disseminates all the
necessary information in real time in a
more accessible and organized way.

The adaptation of these types of systems
by citizens is fast and has excellent
feedback.
The interactivity with this type of systems
allows to find more and better information
quickly.

Given that nowadays the messages
disseminated are no longer limited to
simple texts, with this system being able
to combine images, sounds and even
videos in order to get the users' attention
in a natural and insightful way.
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Virtual directory
& multimedia
kiosks

The natural development of communication!
This type of system makes it possible to
overcome the so-called “digital divide”,
since in the case of tactile systems it
brings information closer to a wider range
of people of all age groups, who do not
see this system as a simple computer

with a mouse and keyboard but as a
simple and easy to use system.
Minimizes the use of traditional signage,
reducing costs and providing greater
harmony on site. It is an attractive,

effective and intuitive system when it
comes to disseminating information to
users. It also allows quick and sensitive
navigation through the entire system.
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Digital
Signage

Kiosk, Digital Billboard, Display or other
interactive support are a powerful marketing
and advertising tool and an advantage when
purchasing this type of services / products.

consultation of information (promotions,
tourist routes, campaigns) and can even be
used for advertising the hotel, or partnerships
with travel agencies, through software digital
signage.

You can present the location map of all
divisions of the hotel, these kiosks allow a wide

Tembu & PlasmV Models
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YPORTAL,
your digital
tour guide

YPortal is a portal development platform
that works through kiosks or Digital
Mupis.
Being developed in a Web environment, it
can be viewed by any user with Internet
access or it can be viewed at events or in
cities in strategic locations.

It is a platform that allows the
presentation of innumerable information,
having an administration area, it is
possible to insert information such as:
(cultural agenda, multimedia files, hotels,
restaurants, tourist attractions, events,
heritage, public service, etc.).
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Arouse
people's
interest

The elevator can be more than a means of transport
Elevators are not only a means of transport,
but also meeting places and places of human
concentration (we all use them). During the
journey, people are more receptive to the
information we want to provide them. In this
place we can easily identify our target
audience, selecting the content that arouses

their greatest interest. For example, a certain
person who selects a restaurant floor,
information, promotions and news related to
that sector will be quickly projected.

Digital signage

Detailed floor information

Institutional communications
Ex. Message from the director

General information
Advertising

Information, promotions and news

Entertainment
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Development
of prototypes
The PARTTEAM company follows a methodology with welldefined development steps, for the customized production of
a kiosk:
Criteria and requirements

Prototype production

Component evaluation

Component assembly

3D design and layout

Quality testing and certification

Review of key points

Delivery and installation

With an unrivaled ability in the development of
multimedia kiosk projects, we assure
customers the creation and production of
customized multimedia kiosks, with the
required features without sacrificing creativity,
the final result of which will guarantee the
success of the project in its first approach.

We use technologically advanced systems that
allow the production of small to large series,
ensuring high levels of final product quality.
This capacity allows the development of kiosks
tailored to customers and project requirements,
whether they are designing completely new
models or making adjustments to existing
standard models.
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For any
environment
Our engineers and designers are
careful to create technologically
innovative solutions that represent
a distinctive brand in terms of
design, usability and ergonomics.
We develop kiosks, billboards and
digital signage (hardware and
software) that can maximize our
customers' return on investment.
With more than 15,000 projects,
our internal production capacity
combined with other production
lines allows us to maximize
resources, obtaining a flexible
production capacity that allows a
fast response to low and high
production volumes.

Custom
kiosks

20 years of
experience

Our in-house product design department
is able to develop any custom-made
equipment with a custom design to meet
the needs of each client and specific
project.

Several years have passed since our first
production of kiosks, we are proud to
continue producing high quality
equipment for indoor and outdoor use.
We have over 100 standard models that
are constantly improving and evolving.
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